
DESCRIPTION
Thixotropic coating for walls and floors, to be used as a decorative element in interior surfaces. Gel Metallic Effect is 
a monocomponent agramase made with water based polyurethane resin, thixotropic agents, and metallized mica 
particles. It can be used as a decorative effect glaze, mixing colors or without dilution, applied by trowel as a metallic 
stucco. Gel Metallic Effect is a waterproof coating for walls and floors subsequently 
protected with Finish W TRP on walls or Finish W TRP Radiant on floors.

ASPECT
Shiny, Satin, Matte

MIX
Shiny

MIXTURE
- As a glaze: 1 part Metallic Effect Gel - 3 parts water
- As a filler: As used

APPLICATION
- As a glaze: Sponge
- As a filler: Trowel.

COLOR
14 colors available (see color chart)

VOC
Application temperature: between 12o - 25 oC

APPLICATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Application temperature: between 12o - 25 oC

AMBIENT HUMIDITY
Less than 80%.

APPLY METALLIC EFFECT GEL ON AN ANIMA OR MICROQUARTZ SURFACE
It is recommended to apply a first coat of Metallic Effect Gel as a glaze using the color White Pearl to block the 
background and allow the subsequent decoration.

DRYING
In normal climatic conditions, at 20°C/60%. approximately 40 minutes.

REPAINTING
2 hours.

REMARKS
Carefully check the preparation of the support, especially that it is free of dust and humidity.
Do not leave the containers open for a long period of time and clean the lid and the thread with water or a damp 
cloth before reusing the product, otherwise the cap may become clogged with the dried product. Apply with good air 
renewal. Comply with the toxicological norms of the Safety Data Sheet.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO BE TAKEN INTO  
ACCOUNT DURING THE APPLICATION PROCESS
It is essential to use protective goggles and gloves during the application and mixing process. If the product touches 
the eyes, wash them immediately with plenty of water and consult an emergency doctor.

CLEANING
The tools should be cleaned with water within the first 30 minutes of use, then mechanical means should be used.

PRESENTATION
Gel Metallic Effect is available in 0,25kg, 1kg and 2kg containers, also available in 0,125gr containers together with the 
Box Gel Metallic Effect.

STORAGE
At least 12 months in original containers in a dry and protected environment.
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